
SPITFIRE STARBOARD
COCKPIT SIDEWALL

BR32008

Designed for the 1/32 Tamiya Spitfire series.
Can be adapted to fit any 32nd Spitfire kit.
See product page on website for larger version.

A    B      C    
A) REMOTE CONTACTOR   B) IFF COVER FLAP   C) COCKPIT SIDEWALL

     Clean up casting edges, making sure not to remove raised locating pin on back of 
     casting.
3)  Remove raised detail on kit fuselage half from area shown highlighted in figure 3 by
     scraping with curved blade. Mask adjacent areas to keep from marring detail. Test 
     fit resin part as you go to make sure it sits flush.
4)  Test fit both resin sidewall and rear of kit sidewall. When satisfied, attach resin
     with superglue (CA) and rear portion with cement.     with superglue (CA) and rear portion with cement.
5)  Test fit kit windscreen and tape in place. Remove & cleanup remote contactor and
      fit as shown. Attach to fuselage side only with CA. Remove windscreen. Add wires
      to remote contactor and harness release lever as shown.
6)  Paint cockpit as normal. Interior Grey Green, with details as called out on the
     Tamiya instructions. Paint small cover red. Install with drop of white glue as shown.
7)  BarracudaCast set 32003 has decals that provide comprehensive stencilling for
     the cockpit. See website for details. Build rest of kit as normal. Happy modelling!     the cockpit. See website for details. Build rest of kit as normal. Happy modelling!

1)  Cut rear portion from kit sidewall, part F26, as shown. Take care to cut carefully as
     shown to maintain a good fit. Keep rear portion.
2)  Remove the resin sidewall casting from the molding block by carefully sawing with 
     a hobby saw such as Exacto. Trim excess flash from openings as shown in figure 1. 
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